Abstract-Detection and localization of objects at multiple scales often involves sliding a single scale template in order to score windows at different scales independently. Nonetheless, multi-scale visual information at a given image location is highly correlated. This fundamental insight allows us to generalize the traditional multi-scale sliding window technique by jointly considering image features at all scales in order to detect and localize objects. Two max-margin approaches are studied for learning the multi-scale templates and leveraging the highly structured multi-scale information which would have been ignored if a single-scale template was used. The multi-scale formulation is shown to significantly improve general detection performance (measured on the PASCAL VOC dataset). The experimental analysis shows the method to be effective with different visual features, both HOG and CNN. Surprisingly, for a given window in a specific scale, visual information from windows at the same image location but other scales ('out-of-scale' information) contains most of the discriminative information for detection.
INTRODUCTION
Object detection is commonly performed using models that are trained in a binary fashion, trained on information inside a local sliding window. This popular scheme is often applied over resampled versions of the original image in order to handle detection at multiple scales. This leads to evaluation of the trained model at each window and at each scale independently. Alternatively, a set of models corresponding to different scales may be used [1] , [27] . A key disadvantage of such approaches is that it ignores the highly structured information over the differently scaled features or templates. Looking at Fig. 1 , the information over scales is far from independent. Take for instance a car detection task, as shown in Fig. 1 . Although only one of the scales best fits the car, different scales may contain cues important for the localization and detection of that vehicle in the best fitting scale, such as parts of the vehicle (the bumper, license plate, or tail lights) and contextual scene information (such as road cues). This is a strong motivation for 'looking outside of the box'-as classification can be hard even for humans when just looking at small cropped instances of objects. The multi-scale analysis can therefore provide additional information to the classifier. Consequently, we propose to formulate multi-scale detection as a multi-class problem, with a joint model reasoning over information in all the scales in order to produce a best fit for the detection. Our formulation generalizes the single-scale template case, since if information outside of the best-fit scale ('out-of-scale') is non-informative it can be simply ignored, thereby reducing to the traditional single-scale template case.
Contribution: This study presents the following, 1) Significant gains in detection performance can be obtained without altering the underlying descriptor but by replacing the traditional multi-scale pipeline with the proposed novel multi-scale approach. 2) To our knowledge, this work is the first to show that the majority of discriminative weight for detection at a given scale is found in features that are outside of the best fit scale. This is intuitive, as scale alignment cues can be found at all scales of the feature pyramid.
3) The improved model capacity results in several benefits not discussed in literature before. For instance, hard negatives mining with the proposed approach and histogram of orientated gradients (HOG) or convolutional neural network (CNN) features converges significantly faster. In contrast, other detectors employ many more rounds (over 10 rounds in the deformable part model (DPM) [10] ).
RELATED RESEARCH
This work is related to techniques leveraging structural scene information and features or detector responses at multiple scales. Some related research studies are highlighted below. They can generally be categorized into two: those that consider visual descriptors extracted from multiple resolutions and those the employ score output of classifiers in order to better model contextual relationship.
Multi-scale feature reasoning: This includes the works of [7] , [23] , [24] , which consider high and low resolution models for detection. Such techniques were used for better handling appearance variation due to scale. The feature pyramid is still converted to a scored feature pyramid which is resolved using Non-Maxima Suppression (NMS) [23] , [24] , or using a second independent layer of spatial/scale contextual reasoning over the output scores [7] . Here lies a main difference with our approach, which involves a single step for reducing the descriptor pyramid
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Multi-scale Templates NMS Detection Fig. 1 . Pipeline of the proposed, multi-scale structure MSS, approach. Traditional object detectors train and test models at a single scale, thereby ignoring information over scales at a specific spatial location. This paper studies methodologies for replacing this multi-scale mechanism by integrating features over all scales into a structural detection problem. Using the framework, windows can be scored over both detection and localization quality. The study is motivated by the fact that cues outside of the sliding box are essential for detection and localization of the object inside the box. Furthermore, multi-scale information is highly structured, as shown in the above example images of car, hence localization quality can benefit from multi-scale analysis. Cues at different scales, such as the road surface or car parts, provide detection and localization information (as shown in the example multi-scale templates above, brighter implies more discriminative value). Finally, as appearance varies with respect to scale, it is shown to be better modeled by a scale-specific model.
into a score map of a single scale and not a score pyramid. The proposed approach employs feature at all scales, remote and adjacent, as opposed to one selected additional higher or lower resolution. NMS is still used, but the scores already incorporate localization and contextual reasoning. Furthermore, the proposed approach explicitly accounts for variation in appearance due to scale by learning a template filter for each label class. The aforementioned studies generally do not alter or generalize the traditional (Fig. 2) , sliding window at multiple scales technique, as we attempt to do in this work. The multi-resolution framework of [34] involves rejecting windows at low resolutions before the rest of the image pyramid is processed, thereby achieving speed gains. Recently, some studies proposed using a template pyramid approach instead of a feature pyramid [1] , [27] , which may also be able to capture variation in appearance due to scale. Nonetheless, the motivation here is for speed/memory consideration with little impact on performance as shown in these studies. The proposed approach can also be seen as a generalization of such approaches, as will be discussed in Section 3.
Contextual re-scoring: Another common approach is to an additional module in the detection framework which captures spatial and scale contextual interactions, applied over the score pyramid output of a traditional sliding window multi-scale detector. This re-scoring technique has been the general trend, as researchers tend to employ multiple, independent modules in detection and localization (as in [10] , [13] , [20] ). In [5] , a Multi-Order Contextual co-Occurrence (MOCO) framework was proposed, extending the Auto-Context idea [25] , [30] for context modeling among boxes produced by traditional object detection schemes. Structured prediction has been used in [6] , [26] , [33] for capturing spatial arrangement statistics.
Localization: Structural max-margin classifiers were shown to be powerful tools for the object localization task. The studies of [2] , [16] employ a structural SVM for the localization task. These may be limited in being able to detect only a single object instance in a given image, unlike the proposed approach, but are a noteworthy effort in attempting to incorporate the detection and localization tasks into a single model. This paper performs a comprehensive study in replacing one element of the well established multi-scale detection and localization pipeline, as a step towards training models which reason over the two tasks jointly.
Training with hard negatives mining: A large portion of existing detection schemes involve an iterative process for obtaining hard negative samples and re-training the classifier [10] . Latent linear discriminant analysis was proposed in [15] to significantly reduce time spent in the data mining. Nonetheless, mining is still required to obtain matching performance with the Latent SVM baseline. On the contrary, the proposed approach is shown to outperform the baseline even without data mining at all. Generally, only one iteration of hard mining is required for convergence.
THE MULTI-SCALE STRUCTURE (MSS) AP-

PROACH
The outline of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 3 . The input to the proposed approach is the input to a traditional single scale template procedure with a main difference, which we aim to study as thoroughly in this paper. Instead of classifying a set of features at a single scale at a given image location, the proposed (a) Traditional, single-scale approaches (image pyramid and template pyramid) (b) Our proposed approach Fig. 2 . Contrasting the proposed MSS approach with existing approaches. MSS generalizes traditional object detection techniques, as it learns a discriminative weight vector for each scale, and does so jointly over all possible scales. As an input, it takes image features at multiple scales, as opposed to the traditional, single-scale approaches shown in (a). Our analysis shows that for a detection at a given scale, image features at both adjacent and remote scales provide large discriminative support, resulting in improved detection performance. A main reason for this is due to contextual and localization information across scales.
approach classifies the features in all pyramid scales at a given location jointly.
Multi-scale detection with a single-scale template
The detection baseline employ a pyramid of features and fixed size template in order to handle detection at multiple scales (see Fig.  2 ). First, for efficiency, a feature pyramid is constructed over the entire image at each scale to avoid redundant computation for each striding window. Let p s = (x, y, s) be a window in the s-th level of a feature pyramid with S scales anchored in the x, y position. Generally, the feature pyramid is at a lower spatial resolution then that of the image of the same scale. Consequently, a zero-based index (x, y) in the feature map can be mapped to a pixel in the original image using a scale factor (cx, cy) based on the resolution of the feature map. Mapping locations over scales can be achieved by a multiplication by the scale factor as well. Each window contains an array of feature values, φ(p s ) ∈ R d , to be scored using a filter w learned by a discriminative classifier, in our case a support vector machine (SVM). The scoring is done using a dot product,
Generally, the template size is defined as the smallest object size to be detected, and further reduction in template size results in degradation of the detection performance. Note that learning and classification only occurs over a local window. A similar pipeline can be described using a template pyramid as studied in [1] , [24] , [27] and was shown to improve results due to capturing finer features at different scales that would have been discarded by the down-sampling. In this approach, a set of templates are learned, (w 1 , . . . , w S ), and output scores are calibrated (in [24] , one model is learned over two resolutions so no calibration is required). In detection, the S templates are evaluated so that each location p in the original image scale is scored using the set of model templates
where we drop s as only one scale of the image is considered. We emphasize that the model filters in this approach are also trained on locally windowed features only, but may capture different cues for each scale. In principle, this approach is similar to the baseline as it performs the convolutions at each scale independently of all other scales (unlike ours, as shown in Fig.  3 ).
Multi-scale detection with a multi-scale template
:
The feature pyramid computation and handling is mostly left unchanged in the proposed MSS approach. Spatial locations in the image space can be mapped across scales using a scale factor. As shown in Fig. 1 , evaluations at the same spatial location occur repeatedly over scales. This mechanism is replaced by considering features from all scales at a given image location, i.e.
Label space
Next the process of labeling positive samples is outlined. Each sample is assigned a label, y = (y l , y b , y s ) ∈ Y with y l the object class (in this study only
is the object bounding box parameters, and y s is a scale label. In our experiments, the model dimensions are obtained from the the average box size of all positive instances in the dataset. This choice is arbitrary, but it provides the general size of the object in all of the original image scales. The scale label is obtained by: 1) placing the average-sized model box centered on top of the positive sample bounding box at each scaled version of the image pyramid. 2) Computing the overlap of that placed box with all of the ground truth bounding boxes for each scale. Formally, a vector of overlaps F is constructed. If the image at s-th level containŝ y(s) = {ŷ 1 (s), . . . ,ŷ N (s)} ground truth boxes, the template box is centered on a positive sample at the s-th level (denoted as B(s)), so that entries of F are computed for each pyramid level,
where ov(a,b) = area(a ∩ b)/area(a ∪ b) for two rectangles, a and b. F is shown for three examples in Fig. 1 . Finally, peaks are found in F (s), and entries that have a higher overlap than 0.6 are set to 1, while the rest are set to 0. For instance, for Fig. 1 first row, y s = (0100000). The purpose here is to maintain as much as generality as possible in the formulation. This process potentially allows for multiple labels over scales to be predicted jointly, i.e. two almost overlapping objects at different scales or two spatially adjacent instances as shown in Fig 4. 
Learning
The problem can now be posed as a multi-class problem.
One-vs-All: There are well developed machine learning tools for dealing with a large-dimensional multi-class classification problem. A straightforward solution is with a one-vs-all (OVA) SVM, which allows training the multi-class templates quickly and in parallel. Window scoring is done using
The scale of the box is obtained with an arg max in Eqn. 4. In order to learn the K linear classifiers parameterized by the weight vectors w s ∈ R d×S , the stochastic dual coordinate ascent solver of [31] with a hinge loss is used. The maximum number of iterations is fixed at 5 × 10 6 and the tolerance for the stopping criterion at 1 × 10 −7 for all of the experiments. Training a single multi-scale template on a CPU on average takes less than a minute.
Structured SVM: A second common approach can be used in order to learn all of the multi-scale templates jointly. A feature map is constructed using the labels of each sample as following,
This approach allows for learning a joint weight vector over all classes w = (w 1 , . . . , w K ), such that
The formulation is kept general so that K may or may not equal S.
Given a set of image-label pairs, {x i , y i } the model is trained using a cost-sensitive SVM objective function [3] , [17] , [19] 
The loss function,L, is chosen to favor large overlap with the ground truth. Since the formulation and label spaces (Section 3.2.1) consider all the ground truth boxes in the current image, y = {ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ N }, the method supports prediction of multiple boxes for a given image location. First, we define a per-box loss, L, as following
The training loss function is then taken as an average loss over each of the predicted boxes,L = 1 M j∈{1,...,M } L(y j ,ŷ), for M predicted boxes.
Generalization of the single-scale approach
The main difference in the proposed MSS approach and the baseline is in the training of the detection model. Eqns. 4 and 7 employ features at all scales for a given spatial location. Such a formulation allows learning the class weights jointly, as in Eqn. 7. It can be shown that this is a generalization of the single-scale template baseline. For instance, if no discriminative value is added by adding features at different scales, then the corresponding weights w s in Eqn. 4 will only select features in the single best-fit scale (i.e. a degenerate case). Therefore, for each level s in the pyramid, w s · ψ(p) becomes identical to w · φ(p s ) as in Eqn. 1. A similar argument demonstrates the same for Eqn. 7. Therefore, both of the studied multi-scale template learning approaches can benefit by having access to additional information not accessible to the single-scale template approaches which only employs local window features at one scale. Furthermore, by learning a separate weight for each class, the model can account for appearance variations at different resolutions [1] . 
Challenges with the MSS approach
The main issue is in the large dimensionality of the feature vector as each scale label is associated with a concatenation of the features at all scales. This comes with a benefit, as feature selection techniques can be used in order to choose features over all scales at once. Although training becomes more memory intensive, this is the reason for studying two approaches for multi-scale modeling. For instance, with the OVA approach training a MSS template is a matter of minutes.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Dataset: In this section the two studied multi-scale template approaches are compared against the baseline. Initially, a comprehensive analysis is performed on the car category of the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [9] . Generalization of the proposed approach will then be studied on other detection categories of the challenging dataset. Evaluation is done using a 50% overlap requirement. Features: Two representative visual descriptors are employed, the HOG implementation of [11] which is still widely used and serves as a classical baseline, as well as newer, more rich CNN features [13] , [14] . Several CNN-based detectors still employ a sliding window approach [28] , [29] . In this paper, an off-theself network [18] is employed without any fine tuning, trained on ILSVRC 2012. The fifth convolution layer output has 256 feature channels. The input to each convolutional or max pooling layer is zero-padded so that the features in a zero-based pixel location (x, y) in the feature space were generated by a receptive field centered at (16x, 16y) in the image space (a stride of 16). As noted by [14] , the CNN features already provide part and scale selective cues. This can be enhanced by applying a 3 × 3 maxpooling layer. For direct comparison with [14] , the same feature extraction and pyramid pipeline was implemented. HOG is used with a cell size/stride of 8.
A single rigid template: The experimental analysis validates the significance of the proposed approach with a single aspect ratio rigid template. This is done in order to validate the benefit of using our approach against the traditional baseline. Although the performance improvement due to incorporation of parts and multiple aspect ratio components [10] , [22] is noteworthy, a large number of studies still employ a single rigid template in detection [8] , [21] . Parts and aspect ratio components are seen as orthogonal to our approach, which emphasizes contextual information.
Image Pyramid: The scale factor between levels is set to 2 −1/2 . The CNN feature pyramid spans three octaves with 7 levels. For HOG features, adding 3 more levels to the image pyramid for a total of 10 was shown to improve performance. Furthermore, for the baseline single-scale HOG detector, replication padding of the image was shown to work best. For the multi-scale template approach, the HOG feature pyramid is 0-padded which was experimentally shown to work better.
Hard negative mining: Training object detectors usually employs an iterative process by which hard negatives are collected for re-training. The process eventually converges, when the number of negative samples generated are below a certain threshold. For HOG, up to 5 iterations are allowed. For CNNbased features, most of the experiments employ a single mining iteration (also done in R-CNN [13] ), unless otherwise stated. All of the experiments begin with a random set of 5000 negative samples. For a given object category, the initial negative samples are kept the same across techniques to allow direct comparison. In each iteration, up to 5000 additional negatives are collected. A mining threshold which provides a high recall of the positive samples was used, as in [10] . For mining, both images containing positive instances and negative images are used. A threshold of 0.3 overlap is used for mining negative samples from images with object instances. When mining with the proposed approach, only negative samples which are negative to all of the K MSS classes are collected.
PASCAL Car
Our experiments initially were on the car category, as it contains many samples with large variation in scale. A study of the generality of the MSS approach to other categories is done in Section 4.2.
A significant improvement in performance is shown for both HOG and CNN features due to the MSS approach. Generally, HOG+MSS showed greater gains than CNN+MSS as the latter features have been shown to be more scale-invariant in recent studies [12] , [14] . Nonetheless the improvement is significant in both types of features. One reason for this could be the incorporation of contextual features with the MSS approach. Fig.  5 studies the different proposed techniques and HOG and conv 5 CNN features. For HOG features, with a fixed set of positive and negative samples, the HOG-MSS approach converges quickly and achieves high detection performance even before mining hard negatives (random negatives at iteration 0). This is remarkable, as the baseline does not fully converge even after many rounds of mining. The plot clearly demonstrates the improved modeling capacity of the proposed approach. Employing the conv 5 CNN features results in fast convergence in both the baseline and the proposed approach, yet the proposed approach still converges faster, with significantly less added hard negatives per round.
Which modeling approach?: Fig. 5(b) details the analysis of different learning and features combinations on the 'car' category. Interestingly, for this object category the improvement when using either type of features is consistent with the proposed approach. Although the structural SVM allows an explicit incorporation of localization loss and joint learning of the templates, the One-vsAll solution is shown to perform well. As both approaches employ the same multi-scale features, the improvement in both is to be expected. As each multi-scale template is specific to a given scale (see the visualization in Fig. 9 ) little benefit came from learning several multi-scale templates for prediction at different scales jointly. Furthermore, due to the larger memory demands in training the structured SVM template, a smaller number of negatives can be kept in each mining iteration. Nonetheless, the structural SVM formulation is of interest as it may allow for more sophisticated bonding box regression [2] , latent variable incorporation, parts integration, etc. Both approaches show promise when compared to the single-scale template baseline.
Label space choice: As discussed in Section 3.2.1, there are multiple choices for setting the output of the MSS approach. Because the approach allows for prediction of multiple boxes, it can be immediately generalizable joint detection of adjacent spatial locations. Two nearby cells, east and west of the sliding template and overlapping it at 50%, are added. Other than the fact that the multi-scale features in all of the three windows are now used, the framework remains unchanged. On the 'car' category, this additional complexity in the label space resulted in a small 1 AP improvement. The small gain can be explained by the fact that spatially adjacent objects within the same class are somewhat rare. Furthermore, the multi-scale templates alone already capture a great deal of spatial context.
Comparison with state-of-the-art: A noticeable gain was shown when employing a 3 × 3 max filter on top of the conv 5 features as in [14] . With these max 5 features, the performance with CNN+MSS reaches 57.3 AP. For comparison, the approach of [14] which employs the same features reports 56.5, yet two main differences are important to note. First, [14] employs a model with three aspect-ratio components whereas CNN+MSS employs a single aspect-ratio component. Furthermore, as already mentioned, the scale sensitive models of CNN+MSS are exposed to a fraction of the positive samples, as only positive instances falling within the label class are included. This is not the case in the baseline and comparison methods, where all positive images are re-sized to a fixed size and can be used for learning a car template. Initially, re-sizing the image for additional positive samples was not required to get good results on the car category as shown in Fig. 7 , but was shown to be useful when other object categories were studied (see further discussion in Section 4.2). Addition of samples from re-sized versions of the original image results in slower mining convergence, yet the fully converged MSS model provides a final AP of 63.8, which improves over R-CNN's [13] 60.6 AP and by 7.3 points over [14] . As discussed in [14] the feature computation is different in nature for R-CNN and also not efficient (per region as opposed to per image), hence these results are encouraging. Our results nearly match the stronger fine-tuned version of R-CNN and pool 5 features of 66.9 AP [13] .
For HOG+MSS, the results are also promising with an increase in performance of 9 points without incorporation of parts, aspectratio components models, or re-sized versions of the original image. The latest version of HOG-DPM with 6 aspect ratio components (and template mirroring) achieves 46.3 and with 8 parts 58.2. HOG+MSS achieves 35.1 and 42.5 without and with addition of re-sized image samples, respectively. The addition due to parts and aspect ratio components is complementary to ours. This is proved by the fact that CNN features were shown to implicitly model part appearances (in [14] , part addition over CNN features provided no improvement on the car category and a 1.1 AP improvement overall on PASCAL). Hence, the improvement due to MSS+CNN implies that the multi-scale models capture complementary cues to parts. Aspect-ratio components allow for better modeling variation in appearance due to orientation (as opposed to contextual information). A study of their incorporation into MSS is left for future work.
Results on All of PASCAL Object Categories
While most of our experiments were performed on the 'car' category, generalization to other object classes is also of interest and will be studied next. With the goal of revealing insights into the improvement provided by the MSS approach, several sets of experiments were devised. Throughout all of the experiments, HOG-based models use all of the training set (both images containing object instances and images without) and up to 5 hard mining iterations. For CNN, one mining iteration is commonly used (as in R-CNN [13] ). For CNN, the mining is performed over a random set of 200 negative images (without object instances) together with all the positive images in each category. Since the max 5 features were shown to generally improve over the conv 5 , these are used in all of the remaining experiments.
When does it work and when does it fail?: Our experiments showed the MSS method to significantly impact performance in some classes, yet fail to show a considerable improvement on others. A closer inspection of the scale distribution of the different classes reveals some insight, as shown in Fig. 6(a)-(b) . First, CNN features are sensitive to scale which results in a smaller improvement. On the other hand large gains are consistently shown for the majority of the classes when using HOG features. Second, some classes exhibit smaller variation in scale which also translates to smaller AP improvement. Most importantly, the label space generation in Section 3.2.1 implies that many positive samples will be excluded in training the MSS templates. On the other hand the baseline method benefits being exposed to all positive samples at once when learning the appearance model of an object class. Hence, no AP improvement due to MSS can occur for several reasons, from not enough training data to small distribution of scale in test time. This is addressed in a second set of experiments, as detailed below.
Virtual positive samples: As shown in Fig. 6 , some scales are poorly represented in training and testing images for certain classes. In order to avoid a small number of positive samples for training a MSS template, positives are added at 5 additional scales. This adds virtual positive samples (re-sized versions of the original image), and emulates the re-sizing of all samples to a single scale in the traditional single-scale template approach. Addition of re-sized images resolved the issue for the most part, Fig. 6 . Relationship between the scale distribution of class samples in test time and the corresponding improvement in AP with the proposed MSS approach. As shown, our method shines when there is a large spread in the distribution over scales. Although some classes tend to appear in the PASCAL VOC dataset in a narrow scale distribution, this phenomenon is dataset and object specific. Therefore, if more instances at varying scales were to be added, the proposed approach would be better suited for such settings. as shown in Fig. 6(c)-(d) , but came at a cost of longer convergence for the hard negative mining process. We note that the purpose in this set of experiments was to validate the MSS approach for different object categories, which is clearly shown. Although large gains can be made by adding virtual samples at all possible scales (which would require more memory in training) and mining until full convergence over the entire training set (see Fig. 7 (c)), further tuning the MSS system is left of future work. Data-driven confirmation of the proposed MSS approach: For each class, features were divided into two. First are those that are found in the best-fit scale correspond to the same features that would be employed if a single-scale template (referred to as 'inscale' features). Second, 'out-of-scale' features which lie outside of the best-fit scale. This allows us to quantify the improvement in detecting and localizing due to incorporation of out-of-scale features. The learned parameters w can be decomposed to positive and negative entries as w = w + + w − . Indices with higher absolute value correspond to locations in the feature space which provide large discriminative value. By studying the values in w + for MSS+CNN, Fig. 8 demonstrates the clear trend of choosing features that are placed outside of the ground truth scale in training. This is a data-driven affirmation of the proposed approach. Although only positive weights shown in Fig. 8 , the trends are similar both over positive weights w + and negative weights w − . Summary of results on PASCAL VOC 2007: On the entire PASCAL dataset, incorporation of HOG+MSS results in a significant 6.6 mAP points improvement over the HOG baseline. The final mAP 19.9 using MSS-HOG with virtual samples and mining until convergence. For CNN+MSS, initially the overall improvement is small as some classes benefit greatly but others suffer due to having a small number of positive instances for training each of the MSS templates. With the addition of virtual samples, a significant 4 mAP point improvement is gained for an overall 43.7 mAP with a single aspect ratio component.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper proposed a generalization of the traditional singlescale template detection approach. Training single-scale templates considers features only in a local box for a binary task of detection. Re-formulation of the problem as a multi-class classification problem, allowed the study of models which are trained to reason over both detection and localization cues. These significantly improved detection performance compared to their single-scale template counterparts. In the future, bounding box regression within the structural SVM could be studied [2] , [13] . Training multiple aspect ratio components [32] could also provide further gains in detection performance. Feature selection over scales could significantly reduce the dimensionality of the problem and allow for faster detection. Finally, employing a fine-tuned or stronger CNN (VGG [4] ) could also provide further improvements in detection. Note the large amount of discriminative value is chosen in nearby and remote scales corresponding to contextual information. For instance, for the detection and localization of a bike at a given scale, there may be a vertical structure corresponding to the bike rider at another scale.
